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The species seems to be spreading southwards along the Tasmanian 
coast; isolated specimens were first recognised in the north east of the 
state only in 1978 but aggregations have now created barren areas in that 
region…..  Graham J Edgar 1997Australian Marine Life  

  
 

Centrostephanus rodgersii 
generally occurs in large 
numbers and can alter 
community structure on reefs by 
eliminating kelps and other 
large macro-algae causing 
barren areas of “white rock”. 
 

Long Spined Sea Urchin 



Sponge Gardens “The Bommies” an isolated shallow reef near Binalong Bay 



Encrusting sponges and “understorey” algae beneath the kelps, 

Again near Binalong Bay 



The beginnings of Edgar’s “white rock”  
Perhaps what Keith Mead first noticed 
 



A long spined sea urchin “at work” 



Sponge, perhaps  Echinoclathria 



Stony coral Coscinaraea marshae 





Yellow zoanthid 
parazoanthus 



Two species sharing habitat 

Short spined Heliocidaris erythrogramma  on the left 



Short spined urchin and black lip abalone 
seek shelter in a cleft 
 



Varying colour forms of short spined urchin 
graze on encrusting algae 
 



Alongside crayfish,  (southern rock lobster, Jasus novohollaniae) which do 
prey on long spined urchins. But only the larger cray can deal with them, 
turning them over and attacking the less protected underside 



Now the “after” shots 
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Aggregations of dozens of urchins per square meter are common. 









Typical 
aggregation 
of 
longspined 
urchins 



Internals 

The urchin’s mouth 
structure is called The 
Aristotle’ s Lantern. 
A complicated 
structure of muscles 
and skeleton move 
five constantly 
regenerating teeth in 
the centre of the 
urchin’s underside. 
Extremely durable, 
these teeth are 
capable of biting 
through the toughest 
algae and grinding 
away tougher 
encrusting 
organisms.   
 

Food is packaged up into miniature 
spherical pellets before passing to the gut. 
  
 



Colin’s Patch, Skeleton Bay 



Remediation?? 

Elephant Rock research area,  

off Binalong Bay 





New arrivals 

  

Snapper 

Yellowtail 
Kingfish 



King George Whiting 



Six marlin in one week!! 


